






























RICHARD MICO

(c.1590—l 661)

The hitherto unknown details of Mico’s identity and life were discovered by
John Bennett and Pamela Willetts (see MICO-BW). While at Thorndon Hall and
Ingatestone, Mico was in touch with Byrd and Okeover. GB-Lcm 1197 is now
confirmed as his autograph, which becomes, accordingly, the most authoritative
source of the four-part works; his music hand is also found in EIRE-Dm, Z.3.4.7-
12 (see DUBLIN P).

The presence of two of the two-part fantasies, unattributed, in a large French
keyboard MS containing works by L. Couperin, Chambonnières and other
keyboard composers, is of interest.

There seems little doubt that the attribution to Mico of the first of a
sequence of four-part fantasies in two of the MSS, as shown in the table, was
intended to govern the whole sequence in each MS. That, together with
consideration of style, has led to a confident attribution to Mico of Fantasies 18
and 19. Similar considerations have led to the adoption of two anonymous five-
part fantasies as Mico, VdGS Nos 3 and 4; it is tantalising that Stephen Bing’s
labelling of the five-part works in John Lilly’s great but anonymous collection at
Christ Church (see BING W) should have come to a halt on the very brink of
these presumed Micos.

Certain of the five-part pavans, with attributions to Deering and Mico, have
had to be arbitrarily divided between the two composers.

The five-part Latral is a textless setting of La tra’1 sangue, the second
section of a three-section madrigal in Monteverde’s third book of five parts
(Vattene pur crudel, La tra’l sangue, and Poi ch’ella, to words by Tasso). Parte
seconda R. Mico is a textless piece. A central chromatic fugue in Latral, to words
hor gui manco la spirto a la dolente, is on a falling subject. A fugue similarly
placed in the Mico is on a rising subject. No other connection between the two
pieces, or explanation of the contribution by Mico, has yet been discovered.























































































































WILLIAM YOUNG

(d. 1671)

William Young is best known for his work done while in the service of the
Archduke of Innsbruck, notably the printed set of Sonatas and Airs of 1653 (see page
5), than for his ‘English’ compositions.

Previous speculation that some of the music may have been composed by the
William Young who was a court musician on violin and flute to Charles II and who
died in 1670, is now discounted.

For the Seventh Instalment M [=Morris] numbers have been added from the
catalogue compiled by Stephen Morris in connection with his dissertation (in
progress): provisional title: ‘The life and work of William Young (?-1662),
“Englander”, composer and gambist to the Archduke Ferdinand Karl of Innsbruck’
(University of Washington), together with other information which he has kindly
supplied.
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